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Abstract
The TRIUMF TR13 Cyclotron Control System was
developed in 1993 using Allen Bradley PLCs and
ControlView. A console replacement project using the
EPICS toolkit was started in Fall 2009 with the strict
requirement that the PLC code not be modified. Access to
the operating machine would be limited due to production
schedules. A complete mock-up of the PLC control
system was built to allow parallel development and
testing without interfering with the production system.
The deployment allows both systems to operate
simultaneously, easing verification of all functions. A
major modification was required to the EPICS Allen
Bradley PLC5 Device Support software to support the
original PLC programming schema. EDM screens were
manually built to create displays similar to the original
ControlView screens, thus reducing operator re-training.
A discussion is presented on some of the problems
encountered and their solutions.

INTRODUCTION
The TRIUMF TR13 Cyclotron was designed by
TRIUMF and built in collaboration with EBCO
Technologies, now ACSI [1][2]. The control system was
built by TRIUMF using two Allen Bradley PLC5
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) [3] and the
ControlView OPI toolkit supported by the Chronos [4]
multitasking system which runs on top of Microsoft DOS
6.22. The operator console computers running the
ControlView displays are Intel 486 based PCs. They
communicate with the PLCs using the Allen Bradley
DataHighway Plus (DH+), a serial highway operating at
57.6 kbaud. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the original
system, which has been running essentially unmodified
since 1993.

UPGRADE RATIONALE
The upgrade was driven by several factors:
• The ControlView toolkit is obsolete and the
ageing hardware is difficult to support. Newer
hardware is not supported by ControlView.
• The system performance degraded with a
second installed console due to limitations of
the DH+ serial highway.
• The dual console system was not supported by
ControlView. Avoidance of conflicts between
the two control masters was procedural and
error-prone.
• The consoles are located in a harsh
environment with high noise levels and wide
temperature swings. Controlview does not
allow remote consoles, so the operations area
could not be relocated or duplicated, remotely.

Figure 1 Original System

UPGRADE LIMITATIONS
The principal limitation for the upgrade was that the
PLC program must not be modified as this would trigger
a re-licensing requirement of the entire cyclotron. In
addition, the upgrade was not to affect the production
runs which are scheduled every weekday, varying in
length and frequency during the day. There is no regular
pattern which would allow testing periods.

REPLACEMENT OPTIONS
On the software side, it was decided from the outset to
use the EPICS control system tool-kit which is used for
the ISAC control system. Alternative options, such as
using the Allen Bradley RSView product or other
commercial OPI products were not considered because of
cost and in order to conserve the control group resources.
On the hardware side, several options were investigated
for the replacement and finally rejected:
• Installing an Ethernet Coprocessor into the PLC
chassis because it would have required PLC
module re-addressing and PLC program
changes.
• Use of a Serial to DH+ module because of speed
limitations.
• Replacing the PLC CPU with a ControlLogix or
other PLC because it would require rewriting the
PLC program.
• Installing a Datalink translator between
ModBus/TCP and DataHighway Plus because of
speed limitations and possible size limits of the
translation tables.
It was decided to replace the PLC CPUs with fully
compatible PLC-5 Ethernet Processors. This would
require no PLC program changes and allow deployment
of an EPICS OPI with fast communication between
console and PLC. The new system could be deployed in
parallel with the ControlView system greatly simplifying
commissioning. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the
upgraded system.

This solutiion required replacement off the PLC proogram
developmentt software, Ladder Logisticss from ICOM, as it
did not suppport the Etheernet enableedd PLC familyy. An
available coppy of ICOM’ss WinLogic 5 was initially used
to monitor the PLC whhile the EPIC
CS interface was
developed. WinLogic
W
5 was
w eventuallly replaced with
w a
current version of Rockweell Automationn RSLogix.

ConttrolView dispplays in ordeer to reduce operator re-trainning and improve acceptancce of the new
w system. Thiss
requuired that all screens be manually
m
creatted, since thee
auto-generation toools that weree available [8] would havee
needded extensivee modificatioons to handlle the visuall
repreesentation of control com
mponents and especially off
the device
d
interloccks. The efforrt to modify thhe ISAC toolss
was deemed too high given the one-off nature
n
or thee
TR13 system.
Soome 160 OPI screens weree developed ussing edm, thee
standdard graphicaal display tool for EPICS
S systems att
TRIU
UMF.
Thhe ControlVieew interface had
h been optiimized to usee
keybboard input extensively,
e
w
with
Functionn keys, arrow
w
keyss and others triggering actions
a
in thee system. Inn
conttrast, edm is based
b
on the X-Windowss system, andd
provvides less in the
t way of keeyboard suppoort. Althoughh
somee edm widgetts support arroow keys for inncrement andd
decrrement, the staandard coarse/fine adjustmeents availablee
in thhe ControlView system could
c
not be implementedd
withh the same leveel conveniencce for the operrators.

Figure 2 Repplacement System

FEASIBILITY TES
ST
A test sysstem was set up to provee that the selected
methodologyy was sound and that the underlying EPICS
device suppoort would worrk for the TR113. A mock-upp was
built of the Control and
a
Safety PLC
P
systemss by
p
a assortmennt of
an
scavenging parts and purchasing
F
3). The total
modules froom E-Bay veendors (see Fig.
investment iin the mock-uup was aboutt $2500. With
h the
hardware asssembled, thee existing PL
LC software was
configured foor the Etherneet PLCs and innstalled.
An EPICS
S IOC applicaation running on a Linux based
b
platform wass built using thhe PLC5 Device Support library
from SNS [55]. A rudimenntary EPICS run-time dataabase
was created tto access som
me of the PLC memory locattions.
The PLC sstatus was monitored
m
ussing WinLogiic 5.
Successful communication in bothh directions was
C and PLC.
observed bettween the IOC

SY
YSTEM DEVELOPM
MENT
EPICS Runn-time Dataabases
PLC addreesses and deviice functionallity were idenntified
by examininng the PLC laddder logic. Diifferences bettween
P
memoryy and
the tag addrress layout inn the TR13 PLC
ISAC conveentions preclu
uded the use of existing device
d
and componeent schematics. Because off the small sizee and
one-off naturre of the systeem it was deccided to instanntiate
the devices iinteractively into
i
schematicc diagrams foor the
different TR13 sections annd not to upgrrade available tools
hodology useed for the ISAC
I
[6]. Followiing the meth
control systeem, EPICS run
n-time databaases were desiigned
using the Caapfast [7] schhematic editoor from which
h the
run-time dataabases were generated.
g

OPI Screenns
The TR133 operations group
g
requireed that the EPICS
E
display screeens be as sim
milar as possibble to the exiisting

m
systeem with wirees simulatingg
Figuure 3 The mock-up
device feedback.

Figure 4 Exaamples of ConntrolView (leftt) and EDM (rright) screens..

IMPLEM
MENTATIO
ON
t productioon schedule of
o the
In order tto not affect the
maintenance daays were usedd to install andd test
cyclotron, m
the new systeem incrementally:
1. T
The Safety PLC
C was replaceed with an Eth
hernet
ennabled unit, the
t Safety proogram was lo
oaded
annd started, an
nd the safety system was tested
t
foor proper operration.
2. T
The Control PLC
P
was repplaced and reegular
opperation was tested.
t
3. T
The EPICS SoftIOC with a small dataabase
w
was started onn the new console computer and
opperation of the ControlV
View system was
m
monitored for anomalies.
a
4. C
Control was teested using thee EPICS interrface.
D
During this phase
p
some irregular sy
ystem
behaviour waas observed, such as ceertain
valves turning off unexpecteedly.
Innvestigation of
o the structture of the PLC5
P
D
Device Suppoort code traceed the fault to a
design philossophy from SNS that was
inncompatible with the TR13.
T
The SNS
im
mplementationn uses a PLC memory blocck for
effficient comm
mand writes to the PLC. The
drriver monitorrs this transffer block, and reassserts any wo
ords that channge in the blo
ock to
ennsure all com
mmands are valid.
v
In the TR13
T
P
PLC memory
y, there is no
n separation of
coommand bits, status bits, internal bitss and
onne-shot bits into differentt memory bllocks.
T
This led to un
nintended writte operations with
unnexpected sidde effects by thhe SNS driverr.
T
These problem
ms were resolved by the author
a
w
with an extensiive re-write of the PLC5 Device
Support. Seveeral new feattures were addded,
inncluding direcct bit and woord write, opttional

5.

scanninng of bit and
d word changges, timer andd
counteer accumulato
or reads andd many new
w
diagnoostic tools at all
a levels of thhe driver. Thee
driver was also modified
m
to handle
h
properr
octal/ddecimal connversion, as the PLC
C
prograamming tools use a mix off these for I/O
O
bits annd words versu
us internal meemory. All thee
existinng database adddresses had too be modifiedd
to handdle the new drriver structuree.
The neew driver was installed in the IOC andd
furtherr testing resuulted in accepptance of thee
driver for operationss.

I
IOC
PLAT
TFORM
Ass can be seeen from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
2 the EPICS
S
impllementation in
ntroduces an IOC betweenn the operatorr
conssoles and thee PLCs. This alleviates some of thee
probblems encounttered with console “compeetition” underr
ConttrolView. Th
he IOC could – in priinciple – bee
impllemented as a software process on one of thee
conssoles. At TRIU
UMF this is never
n
done because of thee
riskss of user interrference with the
t IOC appliication, not too
mention the posssibility of a user shuttiing the IOC
C
application down..
Tyypical installaations for thee TRIUMF ISAC
I
facilityy
provvide an IOC server
s
that willl run several SoftIOCs. Inn
the case of the TR13,
T
a dediicated target platform
p
wass
requuired that coulld be placed inn the cabinet with the PLC
C
harddware.
Ann Intel based platform was preferred, as all our Linuxx
deveelopment systtems are Inteel based, avooiding cross-comp
mpiling with itts associated infrastructure. To improvee
reliaability there shhould be no moving
m
parts.
Ann Intel Atom
m based Netb
book was ussed as a testt
platfform to test processor
p
loadd and perform
mance. Resultss
show
wed sufficient power and reesources to suppport the IOC
C

processing approximately 2900 EPICS records. The final
IOC was implemented on an Atom - Mini-ITX platform.
This solution proved efficient and cost-effective and
was therefore adopted as a standard small IOC platform
for EPICS at TRIUMF. It has the additional possibility of
performing specialized hardware I/O via PCI cards.

ACCESS SECURITY
Several layers of security were implemented for this
system to prevent unauthorized operation while still
allowing operators to monitor the cyclotron remotely. The
console computers limit access through host allow/deny
rules and user identification. The IOC computer
implements a firewall to restrict access to a select few site
computers such as the consoles and the development
computers. The firewall also blocks any access from
external systems to the private network connection to the
PLCs. In order to connect the RSLogix PLC
programming tool to the PLCs, a cable must be
deliberately connected between an MS WindowsXP
computer and the private network switch.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES
The present PLC5 Device Support does not restore the
PLC-IOC connection after a power interruption to the
PLCs. This will be resolved by placing the PLCs on a
UPS circuit so that brief interruptions do not affect the
connection. In the near future a reconnect function will be
implemented in the driver.

LESSONS LEARNED
The project was to take 6 months based on experience
with typical new installations. It actually took about one
man-year of work spread over 26 months.
The EPICS Learning Curve contributed to the long
development time, as the author was new to the
environment.
Much of the time was taken in building the databases
and screens, and then fine tuning them to get proper
operation. There was an extensive amount of
infrastructure required, including network configuration,
power distribution and IOC target platform research and
configuration. New software tools included scripts to
bring the project within the existing project control
mechanisms, principally deployment of production files
to the target system.
Unforeseen was the effort going into upgrading the
PLC driver.
A final influence was due to resource conflicts with
other high priority projects and the requirement to
schedule work around the on-going isotope production
schedule.
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